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Sonic gets a call from someone who needs help somewhere he helped before
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1 - The call

In the calm surroundings of angel island after knuckles and Sonic's team help saved the world from utter
destruction. However Sonic is just chilling by the altar eating a chilli dog which he missed during his time
on earth while he sees amy playing hide and Seek with cream and Cheese. Tails is in a warehouse just
answering a call from someone on a familiar island. The call said that eggman was back on the island
and planning to destroy it in a act of revenge to sonic for what happened on earth. Tails calls Sonic over
and tells him about the phonecall and Sonic says.
"what island"
And Tails just delays before saying
"South Island"
Sonic is shocked about eggman's plan to destroy south Island while he was gone so he said
"Tails start up the Tornado we are going back to South Island"
Before they leave Amy sees that Sonic is going so she tells him to look after himself as well as Tails



2 - South Island

Sonic and Tails land at South Island only to find that the trees in Green Hill have been toppled and
badniks all over the place. Sonic says to Tails
"Tails this is so not cool."
Tails scouts the area and finds tracks leading to a house.
"Sonic let's go here."
"Ok," says Sonic.
In the house there is a family of rabbits who are upset because Robotnik has come and kidnapped two
of them. Sonic is enraged by this and asks for which way Robotnik has gone and they point towards the
bridge.
"Right Robuttnik, you are going to pay for this." Sonic speeds off but he fights a few badniks first and
then heads off towards the bridge. Tails follows after reassuring the family that Sonic will bring back their
loved ones.
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